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namely the establishment of a muni-
cipal slaughter house.

Now this is just plain common
sense, but it is extremely doubtful if
it progresses beyond mere sugges-
tion. The ninkompoop federal, state
and city representatives, aided by the
powerful (!) advice of a choice col-

lection of futile faddists, will "dub"
around, grabbing, resolving, investi-
gating and, finally petering out

Meantime (and after) the holdup
gang from stockyards to-- corner gro-

cery will diligently ply their nefarious
game.

Hasn't common sense any show at
all? Here's a city full of people so
ridiculously helpless that they cannot
spike the guns of a cabal of .con-

scienceless sharks. Grand, isn't it?
Why the thunder don't somebody

fall in behind the sensible butcher
who proposed municipal abattoir and
expand that idea to embrace, munici-
pal supply .stations scattered all over
Chicago, where food, coal, ice, milk,
etc, would be handled directly from
producer to consumer, ditching the
rotten horde of croojks and solving
easily, sanely and conclusively the
desperate difficulty of living of the
mass of men? Why? What's the
answer? Veritas.
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ROUMANIA KEY IN EUROPE WAR

One of the minor problems of the
European war, and yet one. whose in
fluence on greater things may be de-- -
clsive, now faces Roumania. What
part will she take? Houmania has an
active army of 250,000, with a trained
reserve of 400,000, she has ambitions
of territorial expansion at the expense
of Austria, and is a neighbor of both
Russia and Servia. Russia may be
worsted in the forthcoming struggle,
but she cannot entirely be swept
away from the European board. Aus-

tria, on the other hand, may easily
lose her place in the world. Rou-mani- a,

if she exercises a neutrality to
the detriment of Russia, Servia, or
actively oppeses them, stands to lose
a good deaL otju

WHAT "CLOSE FORMATION" .DID
Antwerp. A Belgian lancer telling

of one of the fights in which German
infantry were sent against the deadly
Liege forts in the amazing "close for-

mation" of the first Napoleonic days,
said: "It was tragic the way those
poor fellows were driven up to the
guns of the forts. They came in mass-
ed formation. They stood with about
J5 paces between the ranks a solid
mass which even a woman might
have hit. We simply couldn't miss
them. Our great guns cut long ave-

nues in their ranks. Before our infan-
try had begun to charge heaps of
dead and dying lay in masses in the
fields. I do not believe that anyone
realizes what the spectacle was like.
Our men charged repeatedly with fix-

ed bayonets. They did not care. They
saw red. Nothing seemed' to stop
them. Every time they charged the
German troops turned and ran. They
were struck in the back and killed
like cattle. It was horrible. Then the
cavalry charged them."
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CHIEF OF CANADA'S MILITIA
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Col. Sam Hughes, Canadian
of militia.


